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Humi-care herf-a-dor instructions

I recently bought a small herf-a-dor (link) and wondered how to fill it out. There's a little disc in the middle of the foam that seems to be where the green foam is and he wondered if I'm just supposed to pour into the water right into the foam. Thank you. the foam humidifier is supposed to be loaded with 50/50 solution, not simple distilled water. Honestly, don't
bother using the foam humidifer. in airtight travel humidors, even humidifiers filled with the 50/50 solution tend too much to moisture. there are several good alternatives to humidifer foam. First, a Boveda will work very well. its cheap, and should last at least a year in an airtight travel humidor. another option are my moisture leaves that are mentioned in the
post about yours. another option would be to disassemble your humidifier too much, throw away the green foam, and replace it with heart beads. another option is Cigarmony's puck. the bottom line is not to use the humidifer that comes with your travel humi. could damage your cigarettes. I've already put distilled water in, should I leave it open and dry it? can
you remove the humidifier from the travel humi, and let it dry someone has had trouble opening your herf-a-dor trip? I closed mine (live at 1500' above sea level), drove up to 4000', then to sea level. I couldn't open the herf-a-dor until the next day when I got back on the mountain! I've got the 5 counting herf-a-dor and don't put water or 50-50 on it. As long as
your cigars are not in it in the long term IMHO there is no need to do so. I've had cigars in mine for up to 4-5 days without any problem. The few times I had to use it longer than I threw it on a pillow. Has anyone had trouble opening their trip? I closed mine (live at 1500' above sea level), drove up to 4000', then to sea level. I couldn't open the herf-a-dor until
the next day when I got back on the mountain! That can also happen with susf-a-dors on planes. If it is a problem for you they have some with a small valve in it that equals the pressure. Has anyone had trouble opening their trip? I closed mine (live at 1500' above sea level), drove up to 4000', then to sea level. I couldn't open the herf-a-dor until the next day
when I got back on the mountain! Use a room to let in the air. Or the valve if it's one of the largest. Due to GDPR regulations, our website is not currently available in EU member countries. If you received this message in error, please contact us at 1-800-830-4590. I bought my husband a herf-a-dor for Christmas along with 5 cigars A. Hemingway Short Story
Fountain. While inspecting the case, he asked how he needs to take care of the box and the cigars :x (we are both terribly new to smoking cigarettes). Any help to get started much appreciated. Just an F.Y.I-it's Humi's herf-a-dor-care-and we haven't done anything to the case. to open it to look at it. Thank you in advance for any help. Elaine, I have a Herf-ador 5 count and an Otterbox 10 count. All I do is put the PG solution on the sponge (credo) before leaving home. I'll let the sponge absorb everything it wants, and then I'll let faith take over. I used my 10 count at Christmas for a few hours and hadn't used it for about 3 weeks before. By the time I got to my destination and opened it, my cigars were fine. No
configuration is required except filling the sponge with PG or distilled water. I hope this helps! Dustin i spritz my humidifier with distilled water, or I fall into about 50/50 soution, either is suitable. Any excess water I see flying over the humidifier plastic, I clear myself with a paper towel.... you've done... it will hold for a couple of days even. these air-tights are
airtight so, depending on how often you open, it could stay perfect indoors for days. Those are black, so keep them out of direct sunlight... they're going to roast their pure husbands in a hurry... If your new cigars, our 101 cigar section has a lot of useful information here on the forums as well as . Welcome to the forum! ... If your new cigars, our 101 cigar
section has a lot of useful information here on the forums as well as . Welcome to the forum! for a moment I thought this post would be aspiring for you. I thought to myself it's a great place to learn about cigars, so I saw it was you. and I thought of my car good WOOHOO plug Thank you very much for the help! I've got it all ready and now he's ready to go.
One of my co-workers brought back a short story cigar for each of us when he was on vacation in San Francisco, in his best friend's recommendation. We love them, but I'd like to branch out a little bit. The shorter than 30 minutes of cigars seem to work better over time, but we're ready to try anything. Any suggestions for a couple of rookies? Thanks again
for the start-up help!! I keep my Herf-a-dor inside my coolant, that way when I need it, the humidity is already right where I want it. Any Elaine, whatever you do, give these guys your address. They're crazy. I like them, but they are crazy :lol: Elaine, The 5 Vegas Shorty (pronounced Cinco Vegas) is a good smoke of 20-25 minutes. It is a long filling with a
camerun wrapper. Lots of flavor and body. They come in 8 cans and can be found in most cigar stores online. Dustin The 5 Vegas Gold is a good starter smoke. But honestly if you like the Short Story Font you're already on the right track. The material Don Peppin is very hot right now just like Tattoo. My favorite non-Cuban smoke is the Ashton VSG Illusion
or Scorcerer. Oh, my God, I love those cigarettes! Welcome to the leaf sister! Guys hold on... DO NOT PUT ANY WATER IN AN NUTRIA BOX!!!!!!!!!!!!!! if it's for a short trip they don't need anything. The seal is so tight if you put humidify your cigars too much. I've had cigars for a month there with no adverse effects... Free shipping 3 days or less! • Orders for
more than $149 Start Categories Activities Activity Home - Cigar 101 I just received the 5 ct herf with a sampler of 5 sticks. I took out the sticks and put them in my humi. My question is when I need to use the herf is it ready to go as is? The reason I ask is without a hygrometer there I don't know the humidity. I am new to this and do not send instructions or
pointers with shipping. I think I can get the green foam on the mini puck out, so I can't see having to do anything with him at all.anyone knows about this? thank you for your help beforehand It looks like you're new here. If you want to participate, click one of these buttons! Categories Recent Discussions Best Activity of... Unanswered English (UK) Spanish
(United States) Spanish (Latin America) Due to GDPR regulations, our website is not currently available in EU member countries. If you received this message in error, please contact us at 1-888-244-2790. Comment Commentary
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